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Abstract

The abundance of benchmark datasets sup-001
ports the recent trend of increased attention002
given to Question Answering (QA) tasks.003
However, most of them lack a diverse selection004
of QA types and more challenging questions.005
In this work, we present StoryQA, a new task006
and dataset addressing diverse QA problems007
for both in-context and out-of-context ques-008
tions. Additionally, we developed QA mod-009
els based on large pretrained language models.010
Our experiments on the new dataset show our011
developed model achieves comparable perfor-012
mance to answers provided by humans. The013
resources in this work will be released to fos-014
ter future research.015

1 Introduction016

Recent years have seen a lot of attention paid to017

QA systems. This trend is further supported by an018

abundance of benchmark datasets that are specifi-019

cally designed to encourage research in this field.020

As Khashabi et al. (2020) summarized, current021

QA datasets can be categorized into four com-022

mon types: Extractive QA (Rajpurkar et al., 2016;023

Kočiskỳ et al., 2018), Abstractive QA (Kočiskỳ024

et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2016), Yes/No QA025

(Clark et al., 2019) and Multiple-Choice QA (Lai026

et al., 2017). In this paper, we address the first three027

QA problems since they occur more frequently in028

real world use cases such as human conversations029

to ask and answer questions. In Extractive QA,030

the answer is always a span in the given document031

context; in Yes/No QA, the answer is always either032

“yes” or “no”; and in Abstractive QA the response033

is based on a given context but not restricted to the034

exact substrings of the given context.035

The majority of existing datasets were collected036

specifically for a single research problem, therefore037

most of them only contain a single QA type (see038

Table 1). In addition, their data collection approach039

limits the scope to in-context questions only, and040

Dataset # QAs QA Type OOC
EX YN AB

SQuAD1.1 ∼98.2k 3 -

SQuAD2.0 ∼142.2k 3
33.38%
no ans.

BoolQ ∼900.8k 3 -
DROP ∼12.7k 3 -
MS MARCO ∼86.9k 3 -
NaturalQuestion ∼95.5k 3 -
NarrativeQA ∼98.8k 3 -
StoryQA (ours) ∼36k 3 3 3 56.62%

Table 1: Dataset Comparison: EX = Extractive, YN
= Yes/No, AB = Abstractive, OOC = Out-of-Context.
StoryQA contains diverse QA types and more chal-
lenging out-of-context questions. For out-of-context
questions, SQuAD2.0 only needs to detect without an-
swering them, while StoryQA provides all answers.

thus the datasets do not contain any out-of-context 041

questions which occur in realistic QA use cases. 042

To address these weaknesses, we introduce a 043

new dataset called StoryQA that includes mul- 044

tiple types of QAs on the same context, includ- 045

ing Extractive QA, Yes/No QA and Abstractive 046

QA. Our work addresses also the out-of-context 047

questions which are still related, but not directly 048

answerable just by the given context. Note that 049

SQuAD2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) contains out-of- 050

context unanswerable questions, but their goal is to 051

just identify and filter out those, rather than answer- 052

ing them. During the creation of our dataset, we 053

observed that many of the out-of-context questions, 054

especially those asking for non-factual information 055

in a fictional story, can still be answered by hu- 056

mans. One example is shown in Table 2 where the 057

question is about what was in the boy’s mind. Al- 058

though the story does not have explicit answer for 059

this, humans can still provide a reasonable answer 060

after reading the story. Most existing models are 061

unable to respond such questions reasonably, due 062

to the in-context limitation of the training datasets. 063

We summarize our contributions as follows: 064

1) We publish a new dataset called StoryQA 065
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Story (given context):
A Boy was given permission to put his hand into a pitcher to get
some filberts. But he took such a great fistful that he could not
draw his hand out again. There he stood, unwilling to give up a
single filbert and yet unable to get them all out at once. Vexed
and disappointed he began to cry. "My boy," said his mother, "be
satisfied with half the nuts you have taken and you will easily get
your hand out. Then perhaps you may have some more filberts
some other time."

Question: Why was the Boy so greedy?

Answer:
Human The boy was greedy because he really liked

filberts
SQuAD2.0 he took such a great fistful
NaturalQuestion unwilling to give up a single filbert
DROP vexed and disappointed he began to cry
UnifiedQA he was greedy
StoryQA (ours) The boy was greedy because he wanted to

get as many nuts as possible.

Table 2: Sample responses from models trained on var-
ious datasets (column 1) for an out-of-context question
for the popular fable “The Boy and the Filberts”.

that contains multiple types of in-context and out-066

of-context questions. It is collected based on Ae-067

sop’s Fables1, because we found that as compared068

with questions in non-fictional contexts such as069

Wikipedia or news articles, fictional stories are bet-070

ter to collect more diverse questions. This dataset071

aims to tackle the following three QA problems:072

Extractive QA, Yes/No QA, and Abstractive QA.073

Among them, Abstractive QA is the most chal-074

lenging problem with out-of-context questions that075

most existing models cannot answer properly.076

2) We propose a unified QA model that handles077

all three QA types and demonstrate via both auto-078

matic and human evaluation that it performs con-079

sistently better than the fine-tuned models on just a080

single type of QAs. The results also show that our081

unified model achieves comparable performances082

to the human references.083

2 Related Work084

Most existing datasets were collected by asking085

crowd workers to provide questions and answers086

following specific guidelines designed for a partic-087

ular research problem. As representatives of Ex-088

tractive QA datasets, SQuAD 1.1 (Rajpurkar et al.,089

2016), SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) and090

NaturalQuestion (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) were091

collected by asking each worker to write down a092

pair of question and answer together. Since every093

answer is always restricted to a span in the context,094

the datasets contain the in-context questions only.095

This limitation also applies to the Multiple-096

choice2 and Yes/No QA datasets. For the Multiple-097

1http://read.gov/aesop/index.html
2Multiple-choice QA is not covered in this work.

choice QAs, workers need to provide a list of an- 098

swer candidates including a correct answer and 099

other distractors. Since each correct answer needs 100

to be explicitly validated by the given context, the 101

collected data covers in-context questions only. In 102

addition, workers are asked to provide both ques- 103

tions and answers, as in the RACE (Lai et al., 2017) 104

data collection. As a result, workers are likely to 105

provide questions that are easy to identify the cor- 106

rect answers. Similarly, the Yes/No QA datasets 107

such as BoolQ (Clark et al., 2019) includes the in- 108

context questions that can be clearly answered by 109

either “yes” or “no” based on given contexts. 110

Abstractive QA datasets place less constraints, 111

but still have narrow scopes due to the specific data 112

collection requirements to guide the collected data 113

towards particular research problems. For example, 114

as part of the NarrativeQA (Kočiskỳ et al., 2018) 115

data collection process, workers are instructed to 116

avoid copying from the context, but provide spe- 117

cific and diverse QA pairs. In DROP (Dua et al., 118

2019), workers are encouraged to provide ques- 119

tions that need to be answered through discrete 120

reasoning. MS MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016) is 121

based on search logs. As mentioned in Kočiskỳ 122

et al. (2018), many answers are in fact verbatim 123

copies of short spans from the context. 124

To the best of our knowledge, SQuAD 2.0 is 125

the only dataset including out-of-context questions. 126

However, SQuAD 2.0 aims to filter out out-of- 127

context questions rather than providing the answer 128

to them. We suppose that the lack of out-of-context 129

QA data is because (1) most existing datasets re- 130

quire workers to provide paired questions and an- 131

swers together, thus discouraging them from asking 132

out-of-context questions, and (2) workers are in- 133

structed to ask questions mainly to test the reading 134

comprehension skills rather than pretending to be 135

inquisitive about the given context. To collect more 136

realistic and challenging QAs, our data was col- 137

lected in an alternative way that each question and 138

its answer were collected by different workers from 139

each other. We believe this results in more diverse 140

data, because the workers can provide the questions 141

with no consideration about how to answer them at 142

the same time. 143

3 StoryQA Dataset 144

In this section, we introduce our new dataset, 145

StoryQA, which addresses many of the above- 146

mentioned limitations of the existing QA datasets. 147
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3.1 Desiderata148

From the limitations of other datasets discussed149

in Section 2, we define our desiderata as follows.150

First, we construct a dataset containing a large151

number of QA pairs collected by two groups of152

crowd workers for questions and answers sepa-153

rately, where the questioners can ask diverse ques-154

tions regardless of whether and how they can be155

answered. Second, we set as few restrictions as156

possible to make the collected data plausible in157

real-world use cases. In the same line, we took158

the fictional children stories from Aesop’s Fables159

and asked crowd workers to pretend they were 5-8160

years old, which aims to collect more flexible and161

creative questions which result in more challenges162

in QA research.163

3.2 Data Collection Method164

We collected three subsets each of which addresses165

Extractive, Yes/No, and Abstractive QA types.166

Extractive QA Subset: Here, every answer167

must be a span in a given story context. We first au-168

tomatically generated the answer candidates from169

each story in Aesop’s Fables. We revised the Ex-170

tractive QA model (see Section 4.2), where story171

context and questions are fed into a base model and172

two pointers are learned to locate a single answer,173

and only fed the context in order to locate multiple174

spans for answer candidates. We used AlBERT-175

xxLarge (Lan et al., 2019) as the base model and176

trained it on the SQuAD 2.0 dataset. For each story-177

answer pair, we asked crowd workers to provide a178

question that can be answered by the span.179

Yes/No QA Subset: The generated answer180

spans above were used also for collecting Yes/No181

QA subset. Here we provided each span as the ad-182

ditional information to guide annotators with their183

questions. Similar to Extractive QA, the crowd184

workers were shown the full story with highlighted185

span and asked to submit a Yes/No question for the186

given Yes/No answer.187

Abstractive QA Subset: Different from the188

first two categories, the abstract QAs were col-189

lected by two crowdsourcing tasks, questions first190

followed by the answers. To collect diverse ques-191

tions, we asked the crowd workers to provide free-192

form questions. We only require that the questions193

should be relevant to the given story context. Then,194

we had a subsequent task to collect the answer for195

each question. To categorize the answer sources196

for the questions, we first asked the crowd workers197

Subset #QAs Priming Data
Q A

Extractive QA 14,766 story span 3

Yes/No QA 11,779 story span 3 3

Abstractive QA 12,148 1. none 3

2. Q from step 1 3

Table 3: Collection of StoryQA subsets. For Extrac-
tive QA and Yes/No QA datasets, crowd workers were
shown story span extracted by an Extractive QA model
along with full story. Abstractive QA dataset was col-
lected in 2 steps where a free-form question was col-
lected in step 1 from a given story, and later showed to
an independent set of workers to get their answers.

to specify whether it can be answered only with 198

the given story context or requires any external 199

knowledge beyond the story content. Then for the 200

question they provided the answer in their own 201

words that is grounded on either the story context 202

or their background knowledge. 203

To ensure the answer quality, a pilot task was 204

conducted first with a small amount of data fol- 205

lowed by a manual evaluation task. Then, the 206

full data collection was done only with the highly- 207

scored workers in the pilot task. Table 3 shows the 208

statistics of the collected data. These are collected 209

using 148 Aesop’s Fables as the story context. 210

3.3 Analysis of Abstractive QA Subset 211

We analyze the Abstractive QA subset in more 212

detail since it differs from most existing datasets 213

and introduces new research challenges. 214

Question Format: Table 4 shows a breakdown 215

of the Abstractive QA subset by question format. 216

We observed that 39.27% of the questions in the 217

Abstractive QA subset can be answered by Yes/No, 218

which is the most common category followed by 219

What and Why questions. In addition, we notice 220

that some questions belong to multiple question 221

formats, which introduces more challenges to QA 222

models. 223

Knowledge Source for Answer: As we men- 224

tioned earlier, there are many out-of-context ques- 225

tions in the Abstractive QA subset and thus it is 226

important to understand the properties of such ques- 227

tions and how to develop models to answer them. 228

During data collection, we explicitly asked crowd 229

workers to identify the category of answer sources. 230

As shown in Table 5, only 43.38% of the ques- 231

tions have the explicit answers within the story 232

content. Within the rest out-of-context questions, 233

only a small percentage (14.49%) requires external 234
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Format %Samples Examples
Yes/No 39.27% So their dad kind of tricked them, huh? Did the poor miller gain anything?

What 20.34% What does a jackdaw look like? What is a hare? is that a rabbit?

Why 23.07% Why were they so mean to the stag? Why didn’t the lamb try to get away?

How 8.19% How did the fox get caught in the trap? How did the mice answer?

Where 2.94% Where were the travelers from? Where did the fox first see the lion?

Who 4.11% Who is going to bell the Cat? But who took that gold?

When 2.08% When does owl sleep? When did he run away? that is so sad

Table 4: Breakdown by Question Format: Questions are statistically analyzed by their “question” word. Ques-
tions such as “Ohh, why did the fox hurry? what were they sick with?”, “Who is the shepherd and why would he
care?” will be counted twice, once for Why-based questions and once for What-based questions.

Knowledge Source %Samples Description Examples

In-context 43.38% Can be answered within story content only. Why did the Camel envy the Monkey?

Common Sense 42.13% Not related to any facts but can provide an
answer based on commonsense.

Do you think it was mean for the other animals
to kill and eat the Camel for being foolish?

Factual Knowledge 14.49% Need to look up external sources to find rel-
evant facts.

How much does a Camel weigh?

Table 5: Breakdown by Knowledge Source. Only questions grouped under “In-context” can be answered just
from the given story context; the rest “out-of-context” questions require factual or commonsense knowledge out-
side the story contents.

factual knowledge, while the other 42.13% of the235

questions can be answered by common sense.236

Comparison with Other Datasets Table 1237

shows a comparison of StoryQA to relevant ex-238

isting datasets. The only dataset that contains out-239

of-context questions is SQuAD2.0, but their task is240

only to filter them out, while our dataset includes241

more challenging out-of-context questions and we242

also provide their ground truth answers. Further-243

more, our dataset contains multiple QA types.244

4 Model Development245

In this section, we present the baseline models for246

each QA type as well as a unified model to address247

all QA types.248

4.1 Model for Abstractive QA249

As mentioned in Section 3.3, Abstractive QA poses250

the most challenges due to its diversity and hence251

we elaborate more.252

4.1.1 Analysis of Existing Models253

Table 2 shows a typical out-of-context question in254

our dataset. Although ExtractiveQA models fail255

for these questions, we observed in general that256

the UnifiedQA model (Khashabi et al., 2020) can257

generate the most reasonable answers.3 We will258

3We tried several models trained on popular datasets and
pre-trained base models, including SQuAD 2.0 (AlBERT (Lan

initially focus on fine tuning pretrained language 259

models and adapting the knowledge in these large 260

language models to generate reasonable answers 261

on StoryQA. 262

4.1.2 Model Architecture 263

In this section, we show our model architecture for 264

Abstractive QA. We followed the UnifiedQA archi- 265

tecture and employed Transformer-based Encoder- 266

Decoder framework (Vaswani et al., 2017). As in 267

Figure 1, we concatenate question and story into a 268

single packed sequence. These are separated by the 269

new line character “\n” and fed into Transformer 270

Encoder to obtain the hidden states Tenc. Khashabi 271

et al. (2020) explains how this ensures a human- 272

like encoding while not making it overly-specific 273

to a certain format. The Transformer Decoder mod- 274

els the probabilities of each word wi in the answer 275

as p(wi|wi−1, wi−2....Tenc) in an auto-regressive 276

manner. The sum of log-likelihoods of wi is used 277

as the training objective. 278

4.1.3 Handling Out-of-Context Questions 279

Considering that our dataset includes many out-of- 280

context questions that requires external knowledge 281

sources, we attempt to retrieve additional relevant 282

contexts and incorporate them into answering the 283

et al., 2019)), Natural Question (RoBERTA (Liu et al., 2019)),
DROP (BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), RoBERTA).
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Encoder Decoder

question story answer Retrieved
document 

Figure 1: Model Architecture for Abstractive QA.
Question and story are separated by “\n”. To handle
out-of-context questions, we may also concatenate the
most relevant retrieved external content as shown in
dashed box.

questions. We investigate two retrieval methods284

widely used in QA research communities, namely285

DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) on Wikipedia pas-286

sages and ColBERT (Khattab and Zaharia, 2020;287

Lin et al., 2021) on MARCO (web pages). Both288

models are trained by minimizing the distance be-289

tween the question and the relevant document in an290

information retrieval fashion. We used ColBERT291

and DPR to retrieve Wikipedia and web pages, re-292

spectively, and appended the retrieved document to293

the end of the story context, again using the new294

line character “\n” as a separator (Figure 1).295

4.2 Model for Extractive QA296

Extractive QA requires the answer to be a span in297

the story and has been widely studied in the QA298

research community. We followed the standard299

procedure to extract answers, where a pretrained300

language model is used as the basis to predict the301

start and end positions of the span for the answer302

in the given context. Specifically, we concatenate303

the input question and story, and fed them into a304

pretrained language model to obtain hidden states305

T. The probability of word wi being the start of306

the answer span is computed as the dot product307

between Ti and Ts where s is the start position of308

the answer. The same thing is done for the end309

of answer span. The training objective is the sum310

of the log-likelihoods of the correct start and end311

positions.312

4.3 Model for Yes/No QA313

All of the answers in this subset are either “yes” or314

“no”, and can be answered from the given context.315

Due to limited resources in Yes/No QA research,316

we followed the UnifiedQA model (Khashabi et al.317

(2020)) as described in Section 4.1.2, but with the318

constrained decoding only for either “yes” or “no”.319

4.4 Our Unified StoryQA Model320

In addition to above the QA problem-specific mod-321

els, we propose a unified StoryQAmodel for all322

the question types. Inspired by the prefix con-323

straint idea (Takeno et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018;324

Encoder Decoder

question story answer prefix 

Figure 2: Model Architecture for our Single Unified
StoryQA Model. Prefix identifies QA type.

Zhao et al., 2019; Martin et al., 2019), we add 325

the question-type prefix before the question, as 326

shown in Figure 2. Specifically, we fine-tuned the 327

UnifiedQA model on the entire StoryQA dataset 328

containing all three QA types (Abstractive, Extrac- 329

tive, Yes/No) by using prefix tokens “abstractive”, 330

“extractive” and “yesno” respectively. With such 331

a design, we hope that different QA datasets will 332

complement each other and improve the perfor- 333

mances across all the subsets. 334

5 Experiments and Result Analysis 335

5.1 Experiment Setup 336

Our data is divided into five splits as shown in Ta- 337

ble 6. For all of our experiments, we picked the 338

best models based on the merged Dev split (Dev- 339

seen + Dev-unseen) and reported the performance 340

separately for Test-seen and Test-unseen. All mod- 341

els were trained on an 8 A100 GPU machine with 342

LAMB optimizer (Khashabi et al., 2020) and learn- 343

ing rate warm-up technique. For larger models, 344

such as T5-3B and T5-11B, we used ZeRO (Ren 345

et al., 2021; Rajbhandari et al., 2021) to train our 346

model. 347

5.2 Experiments on Abstractive QA Subset 348

In Abstractive QA, we compare transformer-based 349

encoder-decoder frameworks, with a particular fo- 350

cus on different size of T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) and 351

BART models (Lewis et al., 2019) as well as their 352

fine-tuned versions, all based on the UnifiedQA 353

model (Khashabi et al., 2020). In this section, we 354

discuss the automatic evaluation results with the 355

reference-based metrics including BLEU (Papineni 356

et al., 2002) and Rouge (Lin, 2004). Human evalu- 357

ation results will be presented later. 358

Effect of Model Size and Fine-tuning: Table 7 359

shows the performances of UnifiedQA on the Ab- 360

stractive QA subset, with base models of different 361

sizes following the procedure in Section 4.1.2 and 362

Figure 1. We observe that T5-base performs sig- 363

nificantly better than BART-Large (about twice the 364

size) in all the metrics while it keeps improving as 365

we increase the number of parameters, as we tried 366
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Split Description Extractive Yes/No Abstractive

Training Training dataset with QAs sampled from 128 stories 8,652 8,397 10,772
Dev-seen Sample 1000 QAs share the same stories in training set 1,000 1,000 1,000
Dev-unseen Sample 10 stories not in Training or Test sets 552 797 995
Test-seen Sample 1000 QAs share the same stories in training set 1,000 1,000 1,000
Test-unseen Sample 10 stories not in Training or Dev sets 575 954 999

Table 6: Data Splits. StoryQA contains five splits. Both Dev and Test splits contain seen and unseen story
versions, which indicate whether the splits share the same stories with training or not, respectively.

Model Config #Params Test-seen Test-unseen

BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL

UnifiedQA-BART-Large 406M 0.10 11.30 2.05 11.13 0.07 12.49 2.17 12.24
UnifiedQA-T5-Base 220M 1.05 15.07 5.05 14.20 1.09 14.28 4.58 13.25
UnifiedQA-T5-Large 770M 1.07 15.56 5.33 14.57 1.01 15.26 4.62 14.28
UnifiedQA-T5-3B 3B 1.15 17.02 5.87 16.10 0.96 15.65 5.00 14.88
UnifiedQA-T5-11B 11B 3.81 24.02 9.66 22.10 3.29 19.69 7.02 18.25
UnifiedQA-BART-Large-FT 406M 10.64 33.59 17.73 31.44 8.97 31.01 15.23 28.71
UnifiedQA-T5-Base-FT 220M 10.29 34.89 17.66 32.35 8.84 32.98 15.79 30.22
UnifiedQA-T5-Large-FT 770M 10.94 35.20 18.42 32.93 9.29 33.58 16.32 30.99
UnifiedQA-T5-3B-FT 3B 11.19 36.40 19.05 33.59 9.71 34.49 16.77 31.68
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT 11B 11.38 36.81 19.45 34.22 10.33 35.20 17.69 32.42

Table 7: Abstractive QA subset: “-FT” indicates fine-tuned version on the Abstractive QA subset. Base models
are shown in bold in column 1. Best values are shown bold faced.

up to 11B. This is due to the increased distilled367

common sense and general knowledge as we use368

the larger base models. In addition, fine-tuning on369

our Abstractive QA subset uniformly achieves the370

significant performance improvements.371

Stratifed Performance Analysis: Tables 8 and372

9 show how “UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT” (the best373

model from Table 7) performs across the break-374

downs presented in Table 4 and 5. We can see that375

the model performed worse for the How and Why376

questions, which was expected due to the nature377

of such question types in terms of the high diversi-378

ties in free-form answers. Surprisingly, the model379

achieved the worst performances for the when-380

based questions. We speculate that this is caused381

by the difficulties in answering the questions about382

any out-of-context temporal events. Table 9 shows383

that it was much harder for the model to answer the384

questions that require common sense knowledge385

compared to the other knowledge sources. On the386

other hand, the results on the questions that require387

external factual knowledge were relatively good388

due to the distilled knowledge from the pretrained389

language model.390

Handling Out-of-Context Questions: As men-391

tioned in Section 4.1.3, we hypothesize that the392

additional context retrieved from external knowl-393

edge helps to improve the model performances for394

the out-of-context questions. Table 10 compares395

the performance of “UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT” when 396

augmented with web pages (MS MARCO dataset) 397

or Wikipedia passages (Wang et al., 2019), both of 398

which show small improvements by incorporating 399

external knowledge. 400

5.3 Experiments on Extractive QA Subset 401

For the extractive QAs, we compared the perfor- 402

mances of SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) model 403

variations with AlBERT (Lan et al., 2019) and 404

DeBERTa (He et al., 2020) as base models, and 405

also when fine-tuning them on our Extractive QA 406

dataset. Following the SQuAD evaluation set-ups, 407

we used the Exact Match and F1 as the evalu- 408

tion metrics. Table 11 shows that the larger mod- 409

els perform the better in general (except AlBERT- 410

xxLarge-FT); and the fine-tuning helps to improve 411

the performances significantly, especially when us- 412

ing DeBERTa. 413

5.4 Experiments on Yes/No QA Subset 414

For the Yes/No QAs, we experiment with the Uni- 415

fied QA variations by changing the base models. 416

All of these models were fine-tuned on our Yes/No 417

QA subset and evaluated on accuracy for the bi- 418

nary predictions as in (Clark et al., 2019). Table 419

12 indicates that UnifiedQA models do not per- 420

form well, but when fine-tuned they improve sig- 421

nificantly. This may be due to the limited amount 422

of Yes/No QA datasets in training the UnifiedQA 423
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Question Format Test-seen Test-unseen

(% samples) BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL

Yes/No (39.3%) 9.61 34.96 17.94 32.31 8.38 31.52 15.12 29.22
What (20.3%) 15.34 40.76 23.43 38.31 15.66 42.26 24.18 39.14
Why (23.07%) 8.41 33.38 15.2 29.93 8.03 31.5 13.86 28.53
How (8.2%) 9.20 30.3 13.39 28.3 6.15 30.29 11.83 27.39
Where (2.9%) 21.59 50.35 32.24 48.39 14.82 45.53 25.81 44.61
Who (4.1%) 22.39 53.75 34.95 50.96 15.10 46.74 27.28 43.52
When (2.1%) 7.92 26.69 12.55 23.92 4.20 22.35 9.01 21.17

Table 8: Performance of UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT on Abstractive QA subset based on the breakdown as in Table 4.

Knowledge Source Test-seen Test-unseen

BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL

In-context 15.31 42.45 24.08 39.53 14.26 42.45 24.36 39.43
Common Sense 6.76 29.48 12.94 26.87 6.62 27.59 11.47 25.26
Factual Knowledge 11.97 36.96 20.16 35.11 10.80 38.01 17.73 34.92

Table 9: Performance of UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT on Abstractive QA subset based on the breakdown as in Table 5.

Model Config Test-seen Test-unseen

BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL

UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT 11.38 36.81 19.45 34.22 10.33 35.20 17.69 32.42
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT + MARCO 11.59 37.27 20.11 34.87 10.51 34.96 17.63 32.13
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT + Wiki 11.83 37.32 20.24 34.77 10.80 35.79 18.29 32.97

Table 10: Performance of UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT (the best model from Table 7) on Abstractive QA subset, when
augmented with relevant retrieved web pages from MS Marco (“+MARCO”) or Wikipedia passages (“+Wiki”).
Best values are shown bold faced.

Model Config #Params Test-seen Test-unseen

EM F1 EM F1

AlBERT-Base 12M 51.1 69.20 53.46 72.15
AlBERT-Large 18M 54.3 73.17 53.77 74.47
AlBERT-xLarge 60M 56.5 75.14 54.4 76.46
AlBERT-xxLarge 235M 57.6 76.05 55.56 76.10
DeBERTa-Base 139M 54.3 72.79 52.73 73.48
DeBERTa-Large 405M 56.7 75.80 54.4 76.52
AlBERT-Base-FT 12M 51.8 71.88 52.73 72.08
AlBERT-Large-FT 18M 54.4 73.63 55.35 75.38
AlBERT-xLarge-FT 60M 58.0 75.94 57.13 77.64
AlBERT-xxLarge-FT 235M 55.7 74.89 57.23 77.71
DeBERTa-Base-FT 139M 58.4 76.15 56.60 75.69
DeBERTa-Large-FT 405M 59.5 78.79 58.39 78.95

Table 11: Extractive QA subset: “-FT” indicates fine-
tuned version on the Extractive QA subset. EM = Exact
Match. Best values are shown bold faced. All models
were pretrained on SQuAD2.0.

models and our dataset greatly expands such re-424

sources.425

5.5 Our Unified StoryQA Model426

As mentioned in Section 4.4, our Unified427

StoryQA model is based on the UnifiedQA model428

with adaptations as in Figure 2. Our model is based429

on the best configuration on Abstractive QA sub-430

set, namely “UnifiedQA-T5-11B” (see Table 7),431

and fine-tuned on the entire StoryQA dataset (not432

one subset). We call this single model as “Unified433

Model Config Accuracy
Test-seen Test-unseen

UnifiedQA-T5-Base 68.6 70.61
UnifiedQA-T5-Large 77.8 76.87
UnifiedQA-T5-3B 86.1 85.57
UnifiedQA-T5-11B 54.6 53.57
UnifiedQA-T5-Base-FT 88.0 86.78
UnifiedQA-T5-Large-FT 85.6 86.26
UnifiedQA-T5-3B-FT 91.1 90.43
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT 92.4 91.13

Table 12: Yes/No QA subset: “-FT” indicates fine-
tuned version on the Yes/No QA subset. Best values
are shown bold faced.

StoryQA Model”. We compare this single model 434

against the best models we presented for each of 435

the three subsets. Note again that these competing 436

models were fine-tuned on only the relevant subsets 437

and not the entire StoryQA dataset. Comparisons 438

are shown in Tables 13, 14 and 15 for Abstrac- 439

tive QA, Extractive QA and Yes/No QA subsets of 440

StoryQA dataset, respectively. Our single Unified 441

StoryQA Model achieves the best performance 442

for all three subsets (except the Yes/No QA sub- 443

set on Test-seen where it is still close), including 444

the challenging Abstractive QA subset that has out- 445

of-context questions. This also shows that the dif- 446

ferent subsets specialized in different QA types 447

complement each other and can further improve 448

performance when we combine them together. 449
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Model Config Test-seen Test-unseen

BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL BLEU Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL

UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT 11.38 36.81 19.45 34.22 10.33 35.20 17.69 32.42
Unified StoryQA (ours) 11.95 37.86 20.71 35.30 10.88 35.86 18.60 33.27

Table 13: Abstractive QA Model Performance: “-FT” indicates fine-tuned version. “-UFT” indicates fine-tuned
unified model.

Model Config Test-seen Test-unseen

EM F1 EM F1

DeBERTa-Large-FT 59.5 78.79 58.39 78.95
Unified StoryQA (ours) 59.7 79.77 60.27 82.67

Table 14: Extractive QA Model Performance: “-FT” in-
dicates fine-tuned version. “-UFT” indicates the single
unified model introduced in Section 4.4. EM = Exact
Match.

Model Config Accuracy
Test-seen Test-unseen

UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT 92.4 91.13
Unified StoryQA (ours) 92.1 92.35

Table 15: Yes/No QA Model Performance: “-FT” in-
dicates fine-tuned version. “-UFT” indicates the single
unified model introduced in Section 4.4.

5.6 Human Evaluation on Abstractive QA450

Subset451

Since the automatic metrics are known to be lim-452

ited in capturing the comprehensive model perfor-453

mances beyond the overlaps with the references, we454

conducted the human evaluation studies to further455

analyze the models. We used all the questions in456

the Test dataset and shuffled the predicted answers457

and ground truth to determine the qualitative gap458

between the model predictions and the human pro-459

vided answers. The crowd workers from Amazon460

Mechanical Turk were asked to read a story and a461

question, and then rate each answer on a 5-point462

scale (1-5, where 5 is the best) for appropriateness.463

Table 16 compares the average ratings for each464

fine-tuned model. Results are consistent with ear-465

lier findings from automatic evaluations, indicating466

that larger models have superior performance. We467

can also see that our best model performs very468

closely to ground truth answers. Note that answers469

are rated for how accurate they are for the given470

question, rather than how natural they are. The av-471

erage number of whitespace-delimited tokens per472

answer from UnifiedQA-T5-11B, UnifiedQA-T5-473

11B-FT, Unified StoryQA and Ground Truth (Hu-474

man) are 4.30, 10.28, 10.08 and 12.16 respectively.475

For reference, it is 4.19 for NarrativeQA dataset.476

Thus, answers produced by models finetuned on477

our dataset are more expressive.478

We also conducted a human evaluation study to 479

analyze the effect of Retrieving Relevant Context. 480

We followed a similar setup above, but sampled 481

300 questions from the test dataset and shuffled the 482

model predictions of all the models mentioned in 483

Table 10 for evaluation. Table 17 shows consistent 484

results. 485

Model Config Test-seen Test-unseen
UnifiedQA-BART-Large-FT 3.30 3.07
UnifiedQA-T5-Base-FT 3.26 2.85
UnifiedQA-T5-Large-FT 3.52 3.15
UnifiedQA-T5-3B-FT 3.77 3.55
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT 3.99 3.81
Unified StoryQA (ours) 4.02 3.82
Ground Truth (human) 4.02 3.95

Table 16: Human Evaluation For Abstractive QA
Model Performance based on a 5-point scale (1-5,
where 5 is the best) for appropriateness of answer.

Model Config Test-seen Test-unseen
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT 3.97 3.91
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT + MARCO 4.03 3.99
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT + Wiki 4.12 3.88

Table 17: Human Evaluation For Handling Out-of-
Context Questions based on a 5-point scale (1-5, where
5 is the best) for appropriateness of answer to question.

6 Conclusion 486

In this work, we introduce a new task and dataset, 487

named StoryQA. Our dataset covers three types 488

of QA problems: Extractive QA, Yes/No QA and 489

Abstractive QA. In addition, it includes many 490

challenging questions, especially those that are 491

out of context. We have conducted extensive 492

experiments showing the insights related to the 493

size of the models, fine-tuning, source of knowl- 494

edge and types of questions. We also propose 495

a Unified StoryQA Model that performs better 496

than the equivalent models fine-tuned on a sin- 497

gle specific subset. We hope that our proposed 498

StoryQA dataset, baseline models and the find- 499

ings from the experiments will inspire future work 500

in the QA and NLP communities, moving towards 501

a QA system that addresses more open-ended and 502

diverse questions. More contextual QAs across 503

multiple turns is also a natural future extension 504

from the current settings. 505
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A Implementation Details658

Our implementation is based on Huggingface (Wolf659

et al., 2020) and Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019) li-660

braries. PyTorch is a Python library used to build661

deep learning projects. Huggingface is built on662

top of Pytorch and provides pre-trained models.663

For large models like T5-3B and T5-11B, which664

will not fit in a single GPU, we used ZeRO (Ren665

et al., 2021; Rajbhandari et al., 2021), which imple-666

mented in DeepSpeed (Rasley et al., 2020) library.667

B Data Collection Details668

In this section, we present more details of our data669

collection, including user interface (UI) and Ama-670

zon Mechanic Turk (AMT) setup.671

B.1 Extractive QA Subset672

As shown in Figure 3, we simulate that our data673

is a part of the conversation between a child and674

storyteller. The storyteller starts by telling a story to675

warm up the conversation and then asks the child a676

question. As mentioned earlier, an answer span was677

extracted, which was highlighted in the story, and678

we asked crowd workers to write down questions679

for that answer span.680

B.2 Yes/No QA Subset681

For the Yes/No QAs, we employed a similar setup682

as the ExtractiveQA data collection by simulating683

a conversation for collecting each question (see684

Figure 4). However, the answer spans are only685

used as hints. We asked crowd workers to write686

down a question if the answer was "yes" or "no"687

and was relevant to the highlighted hints.688

B.3 Abstractive QA Subset689

As mentioned previously, data collection for Ab-690

stractive QA subset is divided into two tasks. In691

the first task, we aim to collect questions as di-692

verse as possible. As shown in Figure 5, we asked693

the crowd worker to write down a question by pre-694

tending to be an enthusiastic child, but didn’t ask695

them to answer it. This is a key setting that allows696

our dataset to contain a variety of in-context and697

out-of-context questions. For the second task, it698

is more difficult to collect answers because there699

may be multiple correct answers, especially for700

out-of-context questions. As shown in Figures 6701

and 7, before writing the answer, crowd workers702

were asked if the question requires any external703

knowledge beyond the story’s content, and what704

type of external knowledge is used. We found that 705

this approach allowed us to obtain higher quality 706

answers. 707

B.4 AMT Setup 708

We list the default qualifications for participants 709

when launching the data collection tasks using 710

Amazon Mechanical Turk: 711

• Location is in the US 712

• HIT Approval Rate for all Requesters’ HITs 713

greater than 95% 714

• Number of HITs Approved greater than 5000 715

For AbstractiveQA answer collection, to ensure 716

high quality answers, we split the task into two 717

steps. First, we launched a small pilot task with 718

100 randomly sampled questions followed by hu- 719

man evaluation to get a 5-point rating (range of 720

rating is 1-5, where 5 is the best score) for each 721

collected answer. Then, we selected a total of 28 722

high quality crowd workers who provided the an- 723

swers scored higher than 4.0 on average. Finally, 724

the main data collection was done only with these 725

selected workers. 726

The total crowd annotation cost to collect 727

StoryQA dataset was $11,383.0 with a breakdown 728

as follows: 729

• Extractive QA Subset: We paid $0.2 for 730

each question. So, the total cost for collecting 731

our Extractive QA subset was $2953.2 ($0.2 * 732

14,766). 733

• Yes/No QA Subset: Similar to Extractive QA 734

Subset, we paid $0.2 for each question, for a 735

total of $2355.8 ($0.2 * 11,779) to collect our 736

Yes/No QA subset. 737

• Abstractive QA Subset: Each worker was 738

paid $0.2 to create a question and $0.3 for 739

each answer, for a total cost of $6074 ($0.3 740

* 12,148 + $0.2 * 12,148) to collect our Ab- 741

stractive QA subset. 742
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Figure 3: Data Collection UI for Extractive QA subset. The story span for answer was extracted by a model and
highlighted in red. The worker is expected to create a question for which the highlighted span is a good fit as an
answer.

Figure 4: Data Collection UI for Yes/No QA subset. Similar to data collection procedure for our Extractive QA
subset, a story span was extracted by a model and highlighted in red. The worker is expected to use this span as
hint to generate a Yes/No question based on the given Yes/No answer.

Figure 5: Data Collection UI for Abstractive QA subset - Question Collection. In order to get diverse questions
and increase the chances of out-of-context questions, we first collect relevant questions from crowd workers, given
the story text as context. These story-question pairs will later be shown to an independent set of workers to get
corresponding answers as in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 6: Data Collection UI for Abstractive QA - Answer Collection - Example 1. The free-form question
related to the story content as generated by an independent worker is displayed along with the full story. The user
is expected to answer the question and identify the source of knowledge for the answer.
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Figure 7: Data Collection UI for Abstractive QA - Answer Collection - Example 2. Also see Figure 6.
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C Experiment Details743

As mentioned in the main paper, all models were744

trained on an 8 A100 GPU machine. We applied745

the early stopping technique and evaluated on the746

development dataset (merge of Dev-seen and Dev-747

unseen splits) at each epoch. We stop training when748

the evaluation does not improve within 5 epochs.749

Most of the smaller models are trained within 1 day.750

Large models like T5-11b take 1-3 days, depending751

on the learning rate. We also used the development752

dataset to choose the best hyperparameters, such753

as the learning rate. Considering the budget, we754

trained the model only once for each setting. Figure755

8 is a screen shot of our human evaluation UI.756

D Human Evaluation Setup 757

To ensure reliable results, we hired the same crowd 758

workers who participated in answer collection (Sec- 759

tion B.4), for all human evaluation tasks. As shown 760

in Figure 8, each task includes a triple of story, 761

question and a list of responses from either the 762

model outputs or the ground-truth human reference. 763

To avoid any position bias, all responses were pro- 764

vided in a random order. We hired three crowd 765

workers for each task and asked them to score the 766

accuracy of each answer for the question in 5-point 767

rating. We paid $0.2 for each task. 768

E Sample Outputs 769

Out-of-context questions from a seen story: 770

“The Ant and the Grasshopper” is a story in our 771

dataset that is in the training set. Figure 18 shows 772

the entire story along with 3 out-of-context ques- 773

tions. These questions require common sense, and 774

general knowledge to answer them correctly. Our 775

Unified StoryQA model produces reasonable an- 776

swers in complete sentence for every question. 777

Out-of-context questions from an unseen 778

story: Figure 19 contains “Belling the Cat” that is 779

not part of the training set but in StoryQA dataset. 780

There are 4 out-of-context questions that require 781

common sense in order to answer them correctly. 782

Once again, our Unified StoryQA model are com- 783

plete sentences. 784

Questions for a story outside of our dataset: 785

Figure 20 shows sample outputs to 4 questions for 786

a story not part of our dataset (“Three Little Pigs”). 787

These questions can be answered completely from 788

the given story or require common sense or general 789

knowledge. Our Unified StoryQA model is able 790

to respond correctly even though this story is not 791

from our dataset or from Aesop Fables. 792

In all cases, note that models fine-tuned on our 793

dataset produce longer and complete answers. 794

F Limitations of Dataset and Model 795

1. StoryQA dataset is relatively small, although 796

diverse. It only covers short stories from 148 797

Aesop Fables. 798

2. Current best-performing model is big and la- 799

tency is high for practical applications. 800

3. We discuss multiple times that we are focus- 801

ing on conversations but QA is single turn con- 802

versation. Still far away from real use case. 803
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Instructions

This HIT asks you to read a story,
a question and score the
appropriateness of different
answers on a scale of 1 - 5.
Appropriateness means how well
the response is naturally
connected to the question. A
score of 1 means that the
response is very inappropriate
and it is *not* naturally connected
to the question. A score of 5
means that the response is very
appropriate, and it is very
naturally connected to the
question.

Please complete the task by
taking the following steps:

1. Read the story.
2. Read the question.
3. Read the responses.
4. Examine how appropriate

is each response to the
given conversation.

5. Select the
appropriateness score for
each response.

6. Click the submit button.

Story

A Lion, an Ass, and a Fox were hunting in company, and caught a large quantity of game.
 The Ass was asked to divide the spoil.

 This he did very fairly, giving each an equal share.
 The Fox was well satisfied, but the Lion flew into a great rage over it, and with one stroke of his huge paw, he added the

Ass to the pile of slain.
 Then he turned to the Fox.

 "You divide it," he roared angrily.
 The Fox wasted no time in talking.

 He quickly piled all the game into one great heap.
 From this he took a very small portion for himself, such undesirable bits as the horns and hoofs of a mountain goat, and

the end of an ox tail.
 The Lion now recovered his good humor entirely.

 "Who taught you to divide so fairly?"
 he asked pleasantly.

 "I learned a lesson from the Ass," replied the Fox, carefully edging away.

Question

Is the Fox scared of the Lion?

Responses

Responses Scores

Answer
0: The fox is scared of the lion but he is not afraid to talk to him

1: very inappropriate

5: very appropriate

Answer
1: The fox is not scared of the lion.

1: very inappropriate

5: very appropriate

Answer
2: The story doesn't say exactly but it is implied he wasn't.

1: very inappropriate

5: very appropriate

Answer
3: The fox is not scared of the lion.

1: very inappropriate

5: very appropriate

Answer
4:

Because the Fox is "carefully" moving away from the Lion, and gave him most of his portion,
one could infer that he is afraid of the Lion.

1: very inappropriate

5: very appropriate

Answer
5: Yes, the fox is scared of the lion.

1: very inappropriate

5: very appropriate

Answer
6: Yes, the Fox is scared of the Lion.

1: very inappropriate

5: very appropriate

Submit

Figure 8: Human Evaluation UI for Abstractive QA. Crowd workers were asked to rate answers after reading
story and questions.
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Story:
The Ant and the Grasshopper
One bright day in late autumn a family of Ants were bustling about in the warm sunshine, drying out the grain they had stored up
during the summer, when a starving Grasshopper, his fiddle under his arm, came up and humbly begged for a bite to eat.
"What!" cried the Ants in surprise, "haven’t you stored anything away for the winter? What in the world were you doing all last
summer?"
"I didn’t have time to store up any food," whined the Grasshopper; "I was so busy making music that before I knew it the summer
was gone."
The Ants shrugged their shoulders in disgust.
"Making music, were you?" they cried. "Very well; now dance!" And they turned their backs on the Grasshopper and went on
with their work.

Question 1:
Don’t the Ants like music?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): The story doesn’t say but it isn’t implied that they don’t.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: they don’t like music.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: The ants don’t like music because it takes time away from their work.
Unified StoryQA: The ants don’t like music because they think it’s a waste of time

Question 2:
Is the Grasshopper full of food?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): No, the Grasshopper is starving and is begging for food.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: the Grasshopper is full of food.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: No, the Grasshopper is starving.
Unified StoryQA: No, the Grasshopper is starving.

Question 3:
Is “bustling about”, a dance move?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): Bustling about means to move around doing things, it is not a way to dance.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: yes
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: No, bustling about is not a dance move.
Unified StoryQA: No, bustling about is not a dance move.

Table 18: Example 1 - Model response to out-of-context questions from seen story. Title of Aesop Fables from
our dataset is “The Ant and the Grasshopper”. Note that models fine-tuned on our dataset produce longer and
complete answers.
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Story:
Belling the Cat
The Mice once called a meeting to decide on a plan to free themselves of their enemy, the Cat. At least they wished to find some
way of knowing when she was coming, so they might have time to run away. Indeed, something had to be done, for they lived in
such constant fear of her claws that they hardly dared stir from their dens by night or day. Many plans were discussed, but none
of them was thought good enough.
At last a very young Mouse got up and said: "I have a plan that seems very simple, but I know it will be successful. All we have
to do is to hang a bell about the Cat’s neck. When we hear the bell ringing we will know immediately that our enemy is coming."
All the Mice were much surprised that they had not thought of such a plan before.
But in the midst of the rejoicing over their good fortune, an old Mouse arose and said: "I will say that the plan of the young
Mouse is very good. But let me ask one question: Who will bell the Cat?"

Question 1:
which animal was the enemy of the cat?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): The mice were the animals that were the enemy of the cat.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: the mouse.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: The mice were the enemy of the cat.
Unified StoryQA:The Mice were the enemy of the Cat.

Question 2:
How old was the mouse?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): The mouse was a year old.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: the old mouse was a hundred years old.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: The story doesn’t say exactly but it is implied he was young.
Unified StoryQA: The mouse was very young.

Question 3:
What happened to the cat?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): Nothing was done to the cat because no mouse would bell it.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: the cat was killed by the mice.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: The cat was not able to be rung because the mice were not able to get
Unified StoryQA: The cat was not hung up on a bell.

Question 4:
Who had to bell the Cat?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): One brave mouse might be selected to hang a bell on the cat’s neck.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: the Cat.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: The Cat would have to be rung by someone.
Unified StoryQA: The story doesn’t say who would bell the cat.

Table 19: Example 2 - Model response to out-of-context questions from unseen story. Title of Aesop Fables
from our dataset is “Belling the Cat”. Note that models fine-tuned on our dataset produce longer and complete
answers.
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Story:
Three Little Pigs
Once upon a time three little pigs, who were brothers left their mother’s home to make a living for themselves.
The pigs set out to build their own houses, and the first pig was lazy and built his house with straw. He exclaimed “Brother, I am
done and ready to play.”
The second pig was also lazy and built his house with sticks that he found nearby. He said “Okay Brother, let’s play now. I am
done building my house.”
The eldest pig decided to spend time to build a strong house with bricks. He said “I don’t have time to play, as I have to build a
strong house of bricks.”
The wolf spotted the first two pigs while they played. He thought “I will have these juicy pigs for dinner.”
He followed the first pig home and said “Little pig, let me in.” The pig said “No, not by the hair on my chin chinny chin.”
The wolf said “Then I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and I’ll blow your house in," and blew the house in.
The pig ran inside his brother’s house of sticks for safety. The wolf followed him to the second pig’s house and said “Little pigs,
let me in.” The pigs said “No, not by the hair on our chin chinny chins.”
The wolf said “Then I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and I’ll blow your house in," and blew the house in.
The pigs ran to their elder brother’s house made of bricks. The wolf followed them to the third pig’s house and said “Little pigs,
let me in.” The pigs said “No, not by the hair on our chin chinny chins.”
The wolf said “Then I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and I’ll blow your house in." The wolf tried but could not blow the bricks and the
pigs survived.

Question 1:
Which pig is the laziest?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): The first pig was the laziest.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: pig 1
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: The first pig was the laziest.
Unified StoryQA: The first pig was the laziest.

Question 2:
Which pig is the most industrious?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): The third pig is the most industrious.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: the third pig.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: The eldest pig was the most industrious.
Unified StoryQA: The eldest pig was the most industrious.

Question 3:
What materials should be used to build a house?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): It depends. Bricks, straw, sticks are all good to build a house.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: bricks
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: Bricks are a good material to use to build a house.
Unified StoryQA: The story doesn’t say exactly but it is implied bricks were the best choice.

Question 4:
What is the relationship between pigs?
Answers:
Ground Truth (Human): They are brothers.
UnifiedQA-T5-11B: brothers
UnifiedQA-T5-11B-FT: The pigs were brothers.
Unified StoryQA: The pigs were brothers.

Table 20: Example 3 - Model response to questions for story outside of our dataset. Title of the story is “Three
Little Pigs”. This is a popular story that is not part of our dataset. This example contains both in- and out-of-context
questions. Note that models fine-tuned on our dataset produce longer and complete answers.
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